
Take our “Giving Survey” and We’ll Donate
to the Charity of Your Choice! 

As we embrace the festive spirit of the holiday season, we find joy in reflecting on the incredible impact we can
make together through the power of giving. At OP, we believe in the influence that businesses can have on their
communities, and this season is no exception.

In the spirit of the season, we invite you, our valued clients, to join us in a celebration of generosity. We want to
hear how you give back to your community and the pediatric industry. Simply take a moment to complete our brief
survey about giving.

For the first 25 respondents, OP will donate $100 to the charity of your choice, spreading the joy
of giving even further.

Click here to take the survey!

Through our dedicated Contribution Committee, we strive to extend our brand's influence towards the greater
good, supporting various causes that resonate with our values. Each quarter, we contribute to charities that touch
lives in meaningful ways. From supporting the fight of childhood cancer to erasing school lunch balances and giving
to mental health causes and aiding our veterans, our contributions span a diverse range of causes.

Giving Families a Brighter Holiday! 

This holiday season is gearing up to be nothing short of extraordinary!

The OP Contributions Committee is rallying our entire team to bring joy to the hearts of six deserving families with
our 2023 OP Holiday Support initiative. By teaming up with Smoketown Family Wellness Center, OP's generosity
not only alleviates the financial strain on hardworking parents but also ensures that their children will experience the
joy of receiving the gifts they eagerly anticipate at this time of year!

Use #OPCommunity on Social Media!

We invite you to share photos of your community engagement and favorite charities on social media. Don't forget to
use the hashtag #OPCommunity!  We look forward to learning about the incredible ways our clients contribute to
making their communities a better place. 

Thank you for being a vital part of the OP community and for sharing in the joy of giving.

Wishing you a warm and wonderful holiday season!
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